
 Since it enenters a twewentn y-y fifirsrst century, a city’s competitiveness has starteted d toto represent a nation’s competitiveness.s. FForor mmore rational and efficient economimicc 
activitieses, , memegagaciititiesess all over the world are growing up in a way of ccomomppactness. However, focusing only on quananttitaative development, it is true that quq alalititatativive e 
devevelolopmpmenent t isis b beieiinng neglected. In order to solve such a city prp oboblelem, we propose ‘Self Food Station’ like aa h huuge farm near the city.

 Self Fooodod S Station is a multi-complex which not only ppururififiies pollutants, but also produces and sells vavarrious organic foods through its one hugee l luung-like structure. 
Seouul,l, ccaapital city of South Korea, takes s a bib g g chchara ge of economy in East Asia, and Incheon is aa b bede  town for people working in Seoul. For iit t isis a halfway point of 
the e ccenter of Seoul and the nenew w totownwn of f IIncheon, Young-Jong large bridge is chosen as a a momoddel site.  

Location : Damul-island ‘Young-jong large bridge’, Incheon, S. Korea 
tower A : 46F, 230m, 1642400㎡(total gross area)
tower B : 54F, 270m, 4360000㎡(total gross area)
tower C : 66F, 385m, 3501600㎡(total gross area)
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Self Food Station
-the way you can get organic food everyday
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Urban sprawl has made producer 
and consumer be more distant from 
each other, and this, moreover, has 
made bigger energy-consuming for 
logistics and distributions, which 
definitely not a sustainable way of 
living. To solve these problems, we 
made the vertical farm on the node, 
where connects downtown and its 
satellite city. It could lead an eco-
friendly life-style with minimizing the 
distance between production and 
consumption. 

 In order to reduce phenomenon of insufficient farmland, mud flat, repository of life, is 
reclaimed to farmland; however, this raises a lot of environmental problems that are not 
proven yet. In such inevitable conditions of horizontal expansion, we aim an efficient land use 
plan through installing a huge structure which would minimize the ground occupying area.
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Location and Placement
-in-between downtown area and suburban area 
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 Food-producing farm is a main program, and a shopping mall and a market 
like an express rest area where people can drop by on their way to and from 
work is built up on the ground level in order that it is feasible for people to 
purchase or sell organic food at ‘Self Food Station’.

 Moreover, we try to create an ecological complex that has conferences about 
sustainability, conventional function for attracting various cultural events, 
hobby farm for families and experiential eco-friendly lifestyle exhibitions.
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Who will be visit & What to grow
-visitors’ character & Farm produce 



 Main design originated from an idea how to reduce 
columns which makes space usage limited. We 
came to an idea that if the compression force can be 
traced by horizontal members, the building is stable 
with the columns. That’s why we designed arch 
shaped slab. Each floor has a distinctive plan and 
well-connected with each other, just like a gothic 
cathedrals’ vault. Sequence of cross sections 

Conceptual rendering of structure system
-each slab works not only plane but also column

Section detail of ariculture zone
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Natural ventilation

botanic garden
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Structural system
-flexible space & the way to reduce the number of columns
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Self-luminant Lighthouse
- the lighting at night with the remnant energy generated during day time

Concept sketch of the lighting


